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Abstra t. In this Note we
ompare di erent inferen e methods for
propositional temporal logi by empiri al analysis. We de ne a lass of
randomly generated temporal logi formulae whi h we use to investigate the behaviour of a tableaux-based temporal logi approa h using
the Logi s Workben h, a tableaux-based approa h for propositional dynami logi using an appropriate translation and the prover dlp, and
temporal resolution using trp.

1

Introdu tion

For propositional linear time logi PLTL there are three major, di erent approa hes: (i) tableaux- and sequent-based al uli, (ii) automata-based approa hes,
and (iii) temporal resolution al uli. In most publi ations on tableaux-based aluli for PLTL [6, 10℄ the de ision pro edure pro eeds in two phases: Given a PLTL
formula ' whi h has to be tested for satis ability, rst, the pro edure reates a
pre-model M for the PLTL by applying tableaux expansion rules to ', then, in
the se ond phase the pro edure he ks whether M satis es all so- alled eventuality formulae. In ontrast, S hwendimann [9℄ presents a one-phase tableau
al ulus whi h he ks lo ally, on-the- y, for the ful llment of eventuality formulae on a bran h-by-bran h basis. A C++ implementation of this al ulus is
in orporated into the Logi s Workben h [7℄.
Also most automata-based pro edures pro eed in two phases: Given a PLTL
formula ' whi h has to be tested for satis ability, rst, an automaton A is onstru ted whi h a epts all models of ', then, in the se ond phase the pro edure
he ks whether the set of models, that is, the language a epted by A, is empty.
Essentially, this an be done by a simple y le dete tion s heme. For our experiments we have used a system written by Klaus S hneider at the University of
Karlsruhe whi h ombines a PLTL-to-SMV translator (written in Java) and the
SMV model he ker (written in C). In the following this system is alled tlsmv.
Finally, the resolution method for PLTL proposed by Fisher [4℄ involves the
translation of PLTL formulae to a normal form, lassi al resolution within states
(known as initial and step resolution) and temporal resolution over states between eventuality formulae like 3 :p and formulae that together imply 2 p. For

a detailed des ription of the temporal resolution al ulus for PLTL see [4, 2, 3℄.
We have used an experimental implementation alled trp (written in SICStus
Prolog 3.8.5) for our experiments. trp is an extension of a rst-order resolution
theorem prover by temporal resolution.
In this paper we onsider a lass of random formulae with the following
hara teristi s: (i) it should be able to highlight di eren es between tableauxbased or automata-based approa hes to PLTL and temporal resolution, (ii) it
should also allow for a ` ross-logi ' omparison of de ision pro edures, that is,
the omparison of de ision pro edures for PLTL and PDL, for example, and (iii)
it should provide us with some insight into possible improvements of de ision
pro edures for PLTL and PDL.
2

Basi

notions

Let P be a set of propositional variables. The set of formulae of propositional
linear time logi PLTL (over P) is indu tively de ned as follows: (i) > is a formula
of PLTL, (ii) every propositional variable of P is a formula of PLTL, (iii) if ' and
are formulae of PLTL, then :' and ' _ are formulae of PLTL, and (iv) if '
and are formulae of PLTL, then # ' (in the next moment of time ' is true ),
3 ' (sometimes in the future ' is true ), 2 ' (always in the future ' is true ),
' U (' is true until is true ), and ' W (' is true unless is true ) are

formulae of PLTL. Impli it onne tives in lude ?, ^, !, and $.
We also use > and ? to denote the empty onjun tion and disjun tion,
respe tively. A literal is either p or :p where p is a propositional variable. For
any (modal) literal L we denote by L the negation normal form of :L.
PLTL-formulae are interpreted over ordered pairs I = hS ; i where (i) S is an
in nite sequen e of states (si )i N and (ii)  is a fun tion assigning to ea h state
a subset of P. An interpretation I satis es a formula ' i ' holds at s0 in I and
it satis es a set N of formulae i for every formula 2 N , I satis es . In this
ase, I is a model for ' and N , respe tively, and we say ' and N are (PLTL)satis able. The satis ability problem of PLTL formulae is PSPACE- omplete.
Let P be a set of propositional variables and A be a set of atomi a tions.
The set of a tion formulae and formulae of propositional dynami logi PDL is
indu tively de ned as follows: (i) > is a formula of PDL, (ii) every propositional
variable of P is a formula of PDL, (iii) if ' and are formulae of PDL, then
:' and ' _ are formulae of PDL, and (iv) if ' is a formula of PDL and
is an a tion formula of PDL, then [ ℄' and h i' are formulae of PDL, (v) id
(skip) is an a tion formula of PDL, (vi) every atomi a tion of A is an a tion
formula of PDL, (vii) if ' is a formula of PDL, then '! ( on rmation or test)
is an a tion formula of PDL, and (viii) if and are a tion formulae of PDL,
then _ (non-deterministi hoi e), ; (sequen ing), and ? (unbounded
repetition) are a tion formulae of PDL. Impli it onne tives again in lude ?, ^,
!, and $.
The semanti s of PDL is de ned as follows. A PDL-interpretation I is an
ordered tuple hW ; R; i where (i) W is a set of worlds, (i) R ontains a binary
2
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relation ra on W for ea h atomi a tion a in A, and (iii)  is a fun tion assigning
to ea h world a subset of P.
The notions of satis ability and PDL-satis able formulae are de ned analogous to the orresponding notion in PLTL. The satis ability problem of PDL
formulae is EXPTIME- omplete. For a des ription of a tableau al ulus for PDL
(with onverse) onsult [1℄.
Deterministi propositional dynami logi DPDL is a variant of PDL with the
same set of formulae and a tion formulae, and the same semanti s ex ept that
in a DPDL-interpretation hW ; R; i all the binary relations ra in R have to be
fun tions.
Arbitrary PLTL-formulae an be transformed into a separated normal form
(SNF) in a satis ability equivalen e preserving way using a renaming te hnique
repla ing non-atomi subformulae by new propositions and removing all o urren es of the U and W operator [4, 5℄. The result is a set of SNF lauses of the
following form (whi h di ers slightly from [4, 5℄).
(initial lause)
(global lause)
(sometime lause)

Wn

i=1 Li

2((Wmj=1 Kj ) _ (Wni=1 # Li ))
2((Wmj=1 Kj ) _ 3 L)
Here, Kj , Li , and L (with 1  j  m and 1  i  n) denote literals.

Given a PLTL-formula ' the transformation to SNF starts with a set fq; :q _
'g, where q is a new propositional variable, and exhaustively applies a set of

transformation rules to this set. We do not give a omplete des ription of the
transformation rules. The result of the transformation for a formula ' is denoted
by snf('). For a omplete des ription of snfWsee [4, 5℄. WeWneed some additional
n
terminology for SNF lauses. If C = 2(( m
a global
j =1 Kj ) _ ( i=1 # Li ) is W
W
m
lause, then by now(C ) we denote j =1 Kj and by next(C ) we denote ni=1 Li .
Wn
If
WnC =L2. ( i=1 Li ), then let now(C ) denote the empty lause and next(C ) denote
i=1 i
Lemma 1 ([4, 5℄). Let ' be a formula of PLTL. Then, ' is PLTL-satis able if
and only if snf(') is PLTL-satis able, and snf(') is omputable in time polynomial in the size of '.
3

Random

PLTL-formulae

We now introdu e a lass of random formulae with the three hara teristi s
identi ed in the Introdu tion.
Based on Lemma 1 it is lear that we an restri t ourselves to sets of SNF
lauses instead of arbitrary PLTL-formulae. The similarity of SNF lauses to
propositional lauses makes it easy to generalise the standard random generator
for uniform propositional k SAT lauses to SNF lauses. This an be done in a
number of ways. The random generator we have used in our experiments takes
as input the number of propositional variables n, the number of lauses l, the
3

number of literals per step lause k , and a probability p. A randomly generated
formula ' is a onjun tion of global and sometime lauses of the following form

2(# L11 _ : : : _ # L1k ) ^ : : : ^ 2(# Ll1 _ : : : _ # Llk )
^ 2(:p1 _ 3 p2 ) ^ 2(:p2 _ 3 p3 ) ^ : : : ^ 2(:pn _ 3 p1 )
where for ea h global lause, the literals Li1 , . . . , Lik are generated by hoosing k
distin t variables randomly from the set fp1 ; : : : ; pn g of n propositional variables
and by determining the polarity of ea h literal with probability p. The sometime
lauses in luded in ' only depend on the parameter n. In the following we all
the formulae generated in this way random SNF formulae and denote the lass
of all random SNF formulae by Cran . In all our experiments the parameters k
and p have been xed to 3 and 0:5, respe tively.
The absen e of initial lauses and the restri ted form of global lauses in
random SNF formulae indi ates that they form a stri t sub lass of the lass of
sets (or onjun tions) of SNF lauses. Thus, not every PLTL-formula is equivalent
to some random SNF formula. It turns out that the satis ability problem of Cran
has redu ed omplexity.
Theorem 2.

The satis ability problem for

Cran

is in NP.

Proof (Sket h). Let ' be a random SNF formula over n propositional variables
with global lauses C1 , . . . , Cl . Let be the propositional formula next(C1 ) ^
: : : ^ next(Cl ). Let 0 be the propositional formula ^ :p0 ^ : : : ^ :pn , and
let i be the propositional formula ^ pi for every i, 1  i  n. Then ' is
satis able i 0 is satis able or for every i, i is satis able.
0

0

0

Underlying this theorem are onsiderations about the satis ability equivalen e of
formulae. It should be stressed that the fa t that a formula ' an be transformed
into an `easy' satis ability equivalent formula ' does not indi ate that ' will
be easy for a parti ular theorem prover. We an only do so if we know that
a parti ular theorem prover a tually performs this parti ular transformation.
However, the proof of Theorem 2 is the key to understanding why trp has an
advantage over the Logi s Workben h as we will see below.
0
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Con erning the satis ability of random SNF formulae we observe that similar
to random k SAT formulae, a random SNF formula is likely to be satis able if
the number l of lauses is small and it is likely to be unsatis able if the number
l of lauses is large. Figure 1 shows the per entage of satis able random SNF
formulae for two values of the parameter n, namely, n = 5 and n = 12. For
ea h value of n and parti ular values of l we have generated 100 random SNF
formulae whi h were tested for satis ability. Both graphs show that for a ratio
l=n smaller than 2, a random SNF formula is most likely satis able while for a
ration l=n greater than 4, it is most likely unsatis able. For ratios l=n between
2 and 4 we note a phase transition in the satis ability of random SNF formula
whi h be omes more abrupt with greater values of n.
4

Experiments

We will now see how the Logi s Workben h, trp, and tlsmv perform on random SNF formulae. The test have been performed on a PC with a 800MHz
Pentium III pro essor, 256MB main memory, and 512MB virtual memory running RedHat Linux 6.2. For ea h individual satis ability test a time-limit of
1000 CPU se onds was used. Figure 2 shows the CPU time per entile graphs
of the Logi s Workben h on random SNF formulae for n = 5 and n = 12. We
observe that all the random SNF formulae for n = 5 are very easy for the Logi s
Workben h. Quite the opposite is true for n = 12. For random SNF formulae
generated for l between 10 and 19 the median CPU time ex eeds 100 se onds.
However, the three most important hara teristi s are the following: (i) a steep
in line in the median CPU time from l=n = 0:75 to l=n = 0:83, (ii) a peak in
the median CPU time at l=n = 1:17 and a gentle de line of the median CPU
time for 1:17 < l=n  4:75, and (iii) a steep de line in the median CPU time for
l > 4:75. Thus, the median CPU time peaks on a olle tion of formulae whi h are
all satis able and there seems to be no apparent onne tion between the phase
transition in the satis ability of random SNF formulae and the time needed by
the Logi s Workben h to de ide these formulae. It should be mentioned that the
Logi s Workben h fails a number of random SNF formulae due to memory alloation problems (not the time-limit). In fa t, for n > 12 this be omes a major
problem and for a onsiderable number of values for l the majority of random
SNF formulae an no longer be de ided.
To explain the hara teristi s of the performan e of the Logi s Workben h,
let us take a loser look at random SNF formulae and how a tableau al ulus
onstru ts models for them. Let ' be a random SNF formula over n propositional variables and let C1 , . . . , Cl be the global lauses in '. First note, that
Ci = 2(# Li1 _ # Li2 _ # Li3 ) is equivalent to # 2(Li1 _ Li2 _ Li3 ). Thus, Ci puts
no onstraint on the state s0 , in a potential model I for ', and enfor es the
onstraint Li1 _ Li2 _ Li3 = next(Ci ) on the remaining states sj , j > 0, of I .
With in reasing l, the number of distin t valuations whi h satisfy next(Ci ) for
all i, 1  i  l, ontinuously de reases. For n = 12 and l=n > 4:75, no su h
satisfying valuation exists for more than 50% of the random SNF formulae. This
5
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is easy to dete t with the Logi s Workben h and leads to the good performan e
on these random SNF formulae. For all ratios l=n smaller than 4.75 the sometime lauses in ' have to be taken into a ount. Consider an arbitrary sometime
lause 2(:pi _ 3 pi+1 ). This lause imposes the onstraint :pi _ 3 pi+1 on all
states in I . To satisfy this disjun tion, for s0 , the Logi s Workben h will always
hoose to make :pi true, but for all other states this will only be possible if pi
is not already true due to the onstraints imposed by the global lauses. Thus,
as long as there is a satisfying valuation whi h makes all next(Ci ) true and also
all pi false, I an be onstru ted easily. For n = 12 we nd that for l  0:33
this is true for more than 50% of the formulae and for l  0:58 it is still true for
more than 40% of the formulae. The per entile graph for n = 12 shows quite a
good orrelation between the sudden rise in the CPU time onsumption and the
de line of the per entage of formulae for whi h models an be found in the way
des ribed above. To explain the behaviour of the Logi s Workben h for n = 12
and ratios 0:83  l=n  4:75 it is useful to take Theorem 2 into a ount.
The proof of Theorem 2 tells us something about the stru ture of PLTLmodels for random SNF formulae. There are basi ally two possibilities. Either
the model onsists of an in nite sequen e of states whose identi al valuations
satisfy the formula 0 de ned in the proof of Theorem 2, or the model onsists of
an in nite repetition of the sequen e of states s1 , . . . , sn where ea h si satis es
the formulae i de ned above. The rst possibility provides an explanation of
the good behaviour of the Logi s Workben h for ratios l=n  0:58. However,
for ratios 0:83  l=n  4:75 almost all models will be stru tured a ording
to the se ond possibility. Sin e the Logi s Workben h is not aware that the
statesn s1 , . . . , sn have to satisfy parti ular valuations, it sear hes through up
to n2 ombinations of possible valuations, until a model has been found. Sin e
the global lauses put ever stronger onstraints on satisfying onstraints with
in reasing ratio l=n, the sear h spa e is getting ontinuously smaller. Thus, the
ontinuous de rease in the median CPU time observed after the peak at l = 1:17.
We now turn to trp, an experimental implementation of the temporal resolution al ulus for PLTL. Figure 3 shows the per entile CPU time graphs of
trp on random SNF formulae for n = 5 and n = 12. While the performan e of
trp for n = 5 is not signi antly di erent to that of Logi s Workben h, there
6
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is an obvious di eren e for n = 12. There is a slow and steady in rease in the
median CPU time for every l=n between 0 and 4:75 followed by a small de rease
for l=n > 4:75. Ex ept for l=n > 4:75, trp is onsiderably faster than the Logi s
Workben h.
To explain the behaviour of trp we take a loser look at the temporal resolution al ulus. Besides the standard resolution rule for propositional lause logi
(whi h an be applied to initial lauses), it ontains two inferen e rules, step
resolution and temporal resolution. While the step resolution rule resolves two
global lauses C1 and C2 on omplementary literals in next(C1 ) and next(C2 ),
the temporal resolution rule resolves a set of global lauses with a sometime
lause to derive a set of initial and global lauses. Determining a set of global
lauses whi h an su essfully be resolved with a sometime lause is a non-trivial
problem, and our implementation follows the approa h des ribed in [3℄. In trp
propositional and step resolution take pre eden e over temporal resolution. That
is, trp will only try to apply the temporal resolution rule when no further appli ations of the other two rules are possible. As pointed out above, for n = 12
and l=n > 4:75, the onjun tion of global lauses in a random SNF formula is
unsatis able. Thus, trp will derive a ontradi tion for these formulae without
trying to apply the temporal resolution rule. For all random SNF formulae where
the onjun tion of their global lauses is satis able, we have to try to apply the
temporal resolution rule to ea h of the n sometime lauses. Now, if the random
SNF formula is unsatis able, we will be able to su essfully apply the temporal
resolution rule to at least one of the sometime lauses. Already after the rst
su essful appli ation, the additional lauses derived will be suÆ ient to refute
the random SNF formula. On the other hand, if the random SNF formula under
onsideration is satis able, then we will either fail to apply the temporal resolution rule to any of the n sometime lauses or the lauses we derive will not lead
to the derivation of a ontradi tion. When no further lauses an be derived,
then trp on ludes that the random SNF formula is satis able.
The slow and steady in rease in the time needed to de ide the random SNF
formulae for l=n  4:75 is due to the in rease in the number of global lauses
in the formulae whi h we need to saturate under the three inferen e rules. For
n = 12 and l=n < 0:83 the number of resolvents generated is below 10, rea hing
7
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about 1000 resolvents for l=n = 4:75, and dropping to below 300 resolvent for
l=n = 6.
Finally, we have done some preliminary experiments with tlsmv on random
SNF formulae. Figure 4 shows the per entile CPU time graphs of tlsmv on
random SNF formulae for n = 5 and n = 12.
For n = 5 the shape of the per entile graph for tlsmv is similar to that
for trp, although tlsmv is about 200 times slower than trp. If this di eren e
in performan e would be a onstant fa tor between the two provers, we would
expe t that tlsmv is able to de ide most of the SNF formulae for n = 12.
However, it fails ompletely.
Another interesting property of random SNF formulae is that they an be
embedded into PDL in a satis ability equivalen e preserving way. Let  be the
following translation from PLTL (without U and W ) to PDL and let PDL (') =
[a? ℄hai> ^  (').
0

0

0

 (# ') = [a℄ (')
 (2 ') = [a? ℄ (')
 (3 ') = ha? i (')

 (p) = p
 (:') = : (')
 (' _ ) =  (') _  ( )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Theorem 3. Let ' be a random SNF formula. Then ' is PLTL-satis able i
PDL (') is PDL-satis able.
0

Proof (Sket h). Constru ting a PDL-model for PDL (') from a given PLTL-model
for ' is straightforward. The task of onstru ting a PLTL-model for ' from a
PDL-model I for PDL (') seems less straightforward, sin e the PDL-model I
might ontain more than one ra -su essor for a world w in I . However, we an
show that in this ase we an arbitrarily hoose one ra -su essor for in orporation
0

0

into the PLTL-model and an ignore the remaining ones.

Thus, random SNF formulae allow a ` ross-logi ' omparison of de ision pro edures for PLTL, PDL, and DPDL, whi h was one of our design goals.
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We have done some preliminary1 experiments with dlp (version 3.3) [8℄
on translated random SNF formulae. Figure 5 shows the CPU time per entile
graphs, respe tively, on random SNF formulae for n = 5 and n = 12. The most
obvious observation is that the translated random SNF formulae are more difult for dlp than the original formulae were for the Logi s Workben h. This
might be due to the following problem: Suppose that in a parti ular world w
two formulae ha? ip1 and ha? ip2 have to be true, but p1 and p2 are false at w. A
tableaux-based algorithm will on lude that the only way to make ha? ip1 and
ha? ip2 true is to make haiha? ip1 and haiha? ip2 true. To investigate whether this
is possible, the algorithm will reate and onsider two dire t ra -su essor worlds
w1 and w2 of w, where ha? ip1 and ha? ip2 have to be true in w1 and w2 , respe tively. However, due to the parti ular stru ture of the sometime lauses in
random SNF formulae, it turns out that in some ra -su essor of w1 or w1 itself
also ha? ip2 has to be true. The investigation of w2 and its su essors is wasted
e ort whi h an exponentially worsen the performan e of the algorithm.
A question whi h annot be answered with ertainty based on the experimental results is whether dlp shows, in prin iple, the same behaviour as the Logi s
Workben h. The median CPU time per entile for n = 5 seems to suggest a peak
at the ratio l=n = 1 and a steady de rease in the median CPU time from this
point onwards. Unfortunately, already for n = 6 we observed a drasti in rease
in the diÆ ulty of random SNF formulae for dlp leading to a similar graph as
for n = 12 whi h makes it diÆ ult to ome to any on lusions. However, two
interesting observations an be made. Note that for n = 12 the ratio l=n there
is a signi ant de rease in the median CPU time per entile for l=n = 4 and a
further de rease for l=n = 4:75. The se ond de rease oin ides with the ratio
for whi h for more than 50% of the formulae we are no longer able to nd a
satisfying valuation for their global lauses. The se ond observation is that for
1

During the analysis of the experiments we found that the results of dlp and the Logi s Workben h were not always identi al. The dis repan ies disappear if a hing is
disabled in dlp, whi h, however, dramati ally worsens the performan e of dlp. Sin e
the number of dis repan ies is small, we expe t that the behaviour of a orre ted
version of dlp will still be similar as reported in this paper.
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n = 5 the behaviour of dlp is mu h less uniform than the behaviour of the

Logi s Workben h as an be seen in the per entile graphs.
Finally, we turn to the question of possible improvements of the theorem
provers tested. For example, we have mentioned in the dis ussion of the results for the Logi s Workben h that 2(# Li1 _ # Li2 _ # Li3 ) is equivalent to
# 2(Li1 _ Li2 _ Li3 ). Figure 6 show the per entile graphs of the Logi s Workben h
and dlp if we apply this equivalen e (from left to right) to random SNF formulae for n = 12 before they are given to these provers. Both provers show an
signi ant improvement in their performan e. In the ase of the Logi s Workben h one might have expe ted that this equivalen e is exploited, while in the
ase of dlp this annot be expe ted (sin e the equivalen e does not hold after
the translation).
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